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PRESIDENT SPEAKS AT 
INAUGURAL FUNCTION 
-R-
Fr. Kelley Gives Address at 
Salt Lake Before 700 Dele-
gates of Colleges and Uni-
versities 
What is without doubt the very best 
collegiate publicity in the records of 
Regis was inscribed on April 5 at Salt 
Lake City when Very Rev. Robert M. 
Kelley, S.J., President, delivered an ad-
dress on "Idealism and the College 
President" at the banquet which fol-
lowed the inauguration of George 
Thomas as President of the University 
of Utah. In the large dining hall of 
the university were gathered some 700 
guests, representative of seventy-nine 
colleges and universities throughout 
America, Governor Charles R. Mabey 
of Utah, the university faculty, its re-
gents and former presidents. Another 
college executive of Colorado, Charles 
A. Lory, of the Agricultural College, 
was also among the nine speakers. The 
addresses of the day are to be printed 
for distribution among those taking part 
in the functions and for preservation in 
the archives of the university. 
The program of the day began in the 
forenoon with an elaborate academic 
parade. from the Park Building to the 
gymnasium. An:extended march through 
the university gr.ounds had been 
planned, but a drizzling rain prevented 
the carrying out of this part of the pro-
gram. The escort was formed by the 
ranks of the university students to-
gether with the alumni present. The 
procession p'roper was divided into five 
sections. . In the first of these marched 
the President-elect, regents and special 
representatives. Delegates of educa-
tional bodies led by visiting college 
presidents formed the second division. 
They were followed by representatives 
of political and administrative bodies. 
In turn the latter were followed by dele-
gates of churches, societies and clubs, 
while the Utah faculty closed the march. 
The inaugural ceremony was marked 
by an address of Governor Mabey, the 
reception of the keys of the university 
by President Thomas, his address, an 
oration by Nixon T. Carver of Harvard, 
and student and faculty greetings. 
The inaugural luncheon, to which 
reference was made above, was followed 
in the evening by a public reception for 
the President and by a concert by the 
Musical Society of the university. 
Among the seventy-nine colleges and 
(('ontinued on page two) 
REAR ADMIRAL BENSON TO. RECEIVE DEGREE 
-R-
Member of Shipping Board Will Address Faculty, Students 
and Guests at Presentation Function in College Auditorium, 
May 3; Many Notables to Attend 
Rear Adn;Ural William S. Benson, member of the United States Shipping 
Board and Chwf of U. S. Naval Operations during the World War is to be the 
guest of Regis College on Wednesday, May 3. The honorary degre~ of Doctor of 
Laws will_ be con~erre~ on_ our distinguished guest by Very Rev. Robert M. Kelley, 
S.J., President of Regis, m the presence of the faculty, student-body and invited 
gu,ests .. Many men of high position, prominent in the ecclesiastical, political and 
social hfe of the community have also 
been invited to the function, and it is 
expected that, among others, Hon. Oliver 
H. Shoup, Governor of Colorado, Hon. 
Dewey C. Bailey, Mayor of Denver, and 
Rt. Rev. John Henry Tihen, D.D., 
Bishop of Denver, will be in attendance. 
The Alumni Association will be repre-
sented by its President, Mr. Harry L. 
Luchenbach, its executive committee, 
several of the local clergy and business 
men. 
Although the Admiral has not defi-
nitely announced the topic of his dis-
course, it is quite likely that his re-
marks will turn upon some phase of 
Catholic college education or college 
work, as his visit wm occur within 
Catholic College Week, a movement 
sponsored by the N.C. W. C., of which 
Admiral Benson was president until a 
few weeks ago. 
Invitations were sent out several days 
ago for this function. From the alacrity 
with which responses are reaching the 
office of the Dean that the alumni and 
friends of the college appreciate this 
opportunity to hear and meet our dis-
tinguished guest-to-be. Only those in 
receipt of invitations can be admitted 
to the address and presentation cere-
mony. 
Admiral Benson, who reached Denver 
yesterday, Sunday morning, is to be the 
guest of John Leo Stack of 1448 Madi-
son Street, until his departure on May 
4. He is to address the Denver Cham-
ber of Commerce on the subject of 
"The American Merchant Marine." The 
Kiwanis Club of Denver will also be 
addressed by Admiral Benson while in 
the city. 
The presentation of the degree will 
be made in the College auditorium, 
which has recently been embellished 
with a new stage and other improved 
equipment. The hall is now being 
decorated for the occasion. 
--R--
FORESTRY TALK 
FOR ARBOR DAY 
Mr. H. N. Wheeler, District Forester 
for the Rocky Mountain District, gave 
a very interesting talk to the entire stu-
Doctor of Laws. Regis, May 3 
Courtesy of R. M. News 
dent body on April 19th. As Arbor 
Day, April 21, was the fiftieth anni· 
versary Of the observance of the day, 
Mr. Wheeler gave a series of lectures 
throughout the Rocky Mountain region. 
Mr. Wheeler outlined the duties of the 
Forestry Service and the great help that 
forests are to agriculture. He explained 
fully the elements that destroy our great 
forests and the arduous work of re· 
forestration. 
SECTION. May 1, 1922 
INVITATIONS OUT FOR 
SPEAKING TESTS 
-R-
Joint Oratorical and Elocution 
Medal Contests May 7; Four 
Orators; Eight Elocutionists 
Invitations have been out for several 
days for the joint contest in oratory and 
elocution. This is the first public con· 
test in oratory for which the Knights 
of Columbus gold medal has been es· 
tablished. The elocutionists will com· 
pete for the Nichols and Connor medals 
in the thirty-third annual tilt. Sunday 
afternoon, May 7, is the time set for 
the competitions. Four orators- Eugene 
Howard, Senior; Joseph Craven, Junior; 
Frank Stanek and Joseph Neary, Fresh· 
men- will enter the lists for the 
Knights' prize. Four speakers- Donald 
Dunn, Emmett Barry, James McCul· 
Iough and Geoffrey Gifford-contend 
for the coveted Nichols reward. The 
same number-John Campbell, Joseph 
Keating, William Gauff and James Me· 
Swigan-have qualified for the Connor 
contest. 
The orators' meet, although a new 
venture, promises to be a very repre· 
sen tative showing. Moreover, these 
speakers, to judge from their debating 
work in the Loyola, are evenly qualified, 
so that the race should be a neck-and-
neck affair from start to finish. 
The Nichols medal will probably oc· 
casion the closest struggle of the day. 
All the contestants, save Barry, have 
appeared in speaking contests before, 
James McCullough being the veteran of 
three previous battles, Dunn of two, 
Gifford of one. Barry is the season's 
"find," as he displaced· no less than 
f o u r previous contestants - Horan, 
Danos, McCaddon and Carlin, besides a 
number of aspirants, in winning his 
place. Thus this race should be all the 
closer for the fact that the program lists 
some familiar names. 
The four speakers in th.; Connor con· 
test are the judges' choice from a field 
of twenty and more. Three of them-
Campbell, Keating and Gauff-have ap· 
pearcd before. McSwigan, a diminu-
tive newcomer, displaced MacNaughton, 
the only other aspirant who qualified 
last year. The public and judges can 
afford to attend to McSwigan, whose 
grace and finesse are said to be remark-
able for a beginner. 
--R--
Gerald Linehan, a specimen of whose 
work you will read with delight on 
page 7 of this number, has under con-
struction another article for the June 
issue. 
2 
MONUMENT ARTICLE 
REPRINTED IN FULL 
Kluge's Story Appears in Grand 
]unction Daily Sentinel with High 
Praise 
"In the recent issues of THE 
BROWX AND GOLD, published by 
the students of Regis College, there 
have been published articles written by 
the students of that college and dealing 
with beauty spots to be found ov~r 
Colorado. This series was closed m 
the last issue of THE BROWN AXD 
GOLD with a story written by William 
D. Kluge of Palisade on the Colorado 
National Monument, better known lo-
cally as l\1onument Canyon, and to. be 
found in the rim rocks a few miles 
north and west from this city. 
"Mr. Kluge's story will add much to 
the publicity given this noted spot 9£ 
beauty, and should result !1\>t only m 
an increased number of v1sttors from 
among the tourists who visit the Grand 
Valley, but among local people as well, 
as there are many here who have never 
visited the canyon and who know noth· 
ing of its great beauty and of the truly 
wonderful formations to be found there. 
"Mr. Kluge's story follows: " 
(From Grand Junction Daily Seniin~l, 
issue of April 12.) 
Annual Retreat a Success 
The Annual Retreat of 1922 closed 
on Thursday, April 13, it being a de-
cided success. The talks were very in-
structive and most interesting and well 
received by the students. Fr. T. J_ 
Schulte, S.J., who gave the retreat, ex-
pressed his keen delight at having been 
able to meet the man who lived ever 
in the presence of the Rockies' gran-
deur. 
--R--
Ancients or Moderns More 
Brave? 
This was the question facing the 
Junior Lit at its assembling on April L 
The clash proved one of the most 
spirited of the term, the careful re-
search work of the debaters showing to 
advantage in the texture of their 
speeches. The exact wording of the 
topic- was, "Revolve~, That ancient war-
fare called for sold1ers of more bravery 
than modem warfare." The decision 
went to the upholders of the ancient 
warriors-Messrs. Farrell, Mahedy and 
O'Byrne. Their opponents of the affirm-
ative or modern camp were Messrs. 
Kemme, L. Boyle and Mastroianni. Mr. 
Campbell read a critique of the previ-
ous debate at this meeting. 
--R--
Faculty Dispersion at Easter 
Most of the ordained faculty members 
were absent during the Easter vaca-
tions, as they are accustomed to assist 
the various pastors of nearby churches 
in the Easter-week ceremonies. Very 
Rev. Fr. President was at Boulder, Fr. 
Forstall at Golden, Fr. Floyd at Fort 
Collins, Fr. Gorman at Greeley, Fr. 
Krenz at La Junta, Fr. Fitzgerald at 
Walsenburg, while Fr. Krost assisted at 
St. Elizabeth's Church, Denver. Sad to 
relate, the storms did not delay any of 
them in returning, so that classes re-
sumed on schedule time. 
--R--
PRESIDENT SPEAKS AT 
INAUGURAL FUNCTION 
(Continued from Page 1) 
universities represented at the functions 
were: Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Cor-
nell, Columbia, Johns Hopkins, Stan-
fan~, Pennsylvania State, Washington 
and Jefferson, Michigan, Wisconsin, 
California, Kansas, Kentucky, Nebras-
ka, Minnesota, Montana, Colorado, Chi-
cago, Colorado College, Colorado Agri-
cultural, Colorado School of Mines, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
and many others. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
PRINCIPAL ADDRESSES 
EDUCATORS' MEET 
-R-
"Education for Authority" 
Was Theme of Fr. Krost at 
Boulder Meet; 300 Attend 
Sessions 
Rev. John G. Krost, S.J., Principal 
of Regis High, attended some sessions 
of the Joint Spring Conference of 
Colorado High Schools and Colleges at 
Colorado University, April 6, 7, 8. At 
the banquet tendered the 300 conferees 
at the Armory on Friday, April 7, Fr. 
Krost delivered a short address on 
"Education for Authority." 
Fr. Krost built his remarks around 
the pertinent epigram of the humorist: 
"The question is not, 'What are we 
going to do with the young pe?ple?' 
hut 'What are the young folks gomg to 
do to and with us?'" · 
On his return Fr. Krost gave some 
impressions of this meeting of edu-
cators, mostly city and county superin-
tendents and principals. "Two very im-
portant measures of interest to high 
school boys were discussed at the ses-
sions I attended. The first of these was 
the motion made by Fred B. R. Hellems, 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sci-
ences at the University, to eliminate the 
one conditioned credit which the en-
trance requirements now allow. This 
motion was tabled until further investi-
gation should have been made, but will 
probably be adopted next year. The 
second item concerned language credits. 
It was decided that after September, 
1924, namely two years from next Sep-
tember, one credit in a foreign language 
would not be accepted. At least two 
credits in any language must be shown 
to enable applicants to fulfill require-
ments. 
"The contagion of enthusiasm is not 
the least important result of such a con-
ference," Fr. Krost went on to say. 
"Almost 300 educators attended the 
meet, and one could not hut be struck 
by the intense sincerity and earnestness 
with which they are facing the prob-
lems of education. In spite of inevit-
able obstacles, the trend is unmis-
takably upwards in the schools of Colo-
rado." 
--R--
"Greater Colorado" Subject 
for Sullivan Essays 
"A Greater Colorado, Why and How," 
was the subject chosen for this year's 
essays for Sullivan medal for English. 
The essays were written on Saturday, 
April 8, five hours being allotted for 
composition. This is the only English 
medal for which competition is compul-
sory, and one of the most coveted prizes 
of the year. The winner will not he 
announced until Commencement Day. 
The medal was founded by the late 
Dennis Sullivan of Denver. 
BLAZE IN HOP ALLEY 
The grey dawn between the six-
teenth and seventeenth. Clouds of 
smoke in the corridor known as 
"Hop Alley." Sleepers turn uneasily 
in beds. Awake confused, a,larmed. 
Much hurrying about in bare feet. 
After a time discovery of smoke 
pouring from Spitzer's apartment. 
Investigation. His electric iron "a 
lovely cherry red." The · desk a 
charred mass. His love letters and 
photo trophies destroyed. Little 
other damage. Back to bed. Kid 
Honk on his return. 
INTER-COLLEGIATE 
MEDAL CONTEST 
IN LATIN 
-R-
The ancient language of Tullius, 
Horace and the mellifluous hard of 
Mantua which has "lain for centuries 
dead" ~njoyed a temporary rebirth on 
April 3 when the Latin classes com-
peted for the Inter-Collegiate Latin 
medaL This medal is a prize offered 
annually by Very Rev. F. X. McMen-
amy, S.J., Provincial of the Midwest 
Province of the Society of Jesus. The 
forenoon of the day of the contest was 
given over to an English-to-Latin paper; 
after the lunch hour the contestants felt 
strong enough to essay the Latin-to-
Enalish translation. The results of the 
dais work will he announced in our 
next issue. The colleges and universi-
ti~s taking part in the contest, besides 
Regis, are: St. Louis University, St. 
Louis; Loyola University, Chicago; St. 
Xavier's College, Cincinnati; St. Mary's 
College, Kansas; Creighton Universi.ty, 
Omaha; Detroit University, De troll; 
Marquette , University, Milwaukee; St. 
John's College, Toledo; Campion Col-
lege, Prairie du Chien, Wis.; and Rock-
hurst College, Kansas City. 
--R--
SEMI-PRO BALL 0 K 
FOR COLLEGIANS 
-R-
At its first April session the Loyola 
debaters wrestled with the subject of 
professionalism in college athletics, the 
question being worded, "Revolved, That 
a student should he declared ineligible 
for college athletics if he has played 
games for money." Chiefly . through the 
masterful handling of his arguments, 
Leo J. Donovan topped all the con-
testants and was the biggest factor in 
winning the decision for the side of the 
question which is naturally unpopular 
with college men. Mr. Donovan was 
assisted by Mr. Starke, while the affirm-
ative camp presented two listless cham-
pions of non-professionalism, Thomas 
Rogers and Archie Danos. 
--R--
Scribblers' Try-out for Staff 
A public try-out will be held in the 
Freshman classroom on Tuesday, May 
16, from 1 to 2 p. m. for all those who 
wish to compete for places on THE 
BrrowN AND GoLD staff for the school 
year of '22-'23. Aspirants will he 
asked to turn in samples of news-
writing, from which the authors' capa-
bilities for this line of work will be 
judged. Vacancies as they occur on the 
staff will be filed from this list. In this 
way it is hoped to enlist the most com-
petent pens in the college in this work. 
As far as possible all staff appointments 
for '22-'23 will be announced .in June. 
--R--
Laymen Retreats Announced 
The announcement was made on 
April 21 that two laymen's retreats 
would be held at Regis this summer, 
the first beginning on Thursday evening, 
June 6, and ending Monday morning, 
July 10, the second td start Thursday 
evening, July 20, and end Monday, July 
24. Fr. Leo M. Krenz, S.J., will have 
charge of the retreats, and will conduct 
one if not both the retreats. 
--R--
Staff Artist Wins Prize 
Clark Alsop, '25, staff artist for THE 
BaowN AND GoLD, won a $15 cash 
award as the second prize in a nation-
wide contest in cartooning conducted by 
the Federal School of Applied Cartoon-
ing of Minneapolis, Minn. The con-
test was open to all amateur students, 
17 and over, and consisted in reproduc-
ing a pen sketch at a reduction of one-
third. 
May 1, 1922 
Easter vacation brought several ex-
cellent screen entertainments in the 
Campus Theater. The cold weather 
made the Charles Ray production, "Two 
Minutes To Go," very acceptable. This 
is the thrilling football story that had 
such a vogue last falL Another offer-
ing that proved especially entertammg 
was the ' big Pathe play, "Other Men's 
Shoes." This is a strong story of two 
brothers, one a weakling, the other 
strong to a degree, and shows the vari-
ous methods and success with which 
they attack and handle knotty problems 
of everyday life. 
The Milestones of Life 
mark them with 
Photographs 
To bring back happy mem-
ories of after years 
LET US HELP YOU 
THE BARBER STUDIO 
Italian- American 
Bakery 
HOME OF 
ITALIAN BREAD 
FINEST 
FRENCH BREAD 
ROLLS 
AND 
PASTRY 
THOMAS CANINO 
Prop. 
EARNEST 
It is at all times our earnest desire 
to serve those who employ us in. an 
efficient manner. Each detail 
planned by us is looked after by 
men who have been expertly trained 
in their profession. 
W. P. HORAN & SON 
Undertaker 
1525-27 CLEVELAND PLACE 
Phone Main 1368 
I 
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A Rhyme for May 
COME to me, seraph, Love, From starry realms above, And give 
Words fugitive 
The puissant wings of prayer, 
Athwart to cleave the air, 
Even 
To win Heaven. 
To win to Mary's throne, 
And thither louder grown, 
Convey 
My roundelay. 
'Fore all the Heavenly throng 
I bold would tune my song, 
For they 
Know not our May. 
Nor time nor clime in Heaven, 
Nor hence to know is given 
The dear 
Birth of the year. 
Nor angels' melodies, 
Seraphic poesies, 
Portray 
Our radiant May. 
Gone is the cerement, snow, 
Melted the charnel floe, 
When May 
Begins its sway. 
Then, like Our Lord and Brother, 
Who called our Queen His Mother, 
The Earth 
Renews its birth. 
Birds lilting in the wealds, 
The mountains, meadows, fields-
The May 
All these obey. 
Nay, but the hearts of men 
Are thrilled res_urgent when 
They see 
May's jnbilee! 
Fit then unto the Queen 
We give this joy serene, 
And say, 
"Thine is the May!" 
ALUMNUS. 
Our Life, Our Sweetness and Our Hope 
REVERENT earth is wrapt in prayer 
While soaring clouds of incense rare 
Ascend to praise our peerless queen-
Our Life, who reigns in heavenly sheen. 
The argent moon of purity 
So bright through darkening clouds we see, 
Shall light a narrow, holy way 
Nor e'er permit our feet to stray. 
By blissful rapture held enthralled 
Is Mary's name our Sweetness called; 
Rich honey melting on the tongue, 
A melody by angels sung. 
To Mary we united pray, 
W hate' er we ask is ours today. 
We beg in one accordant breath \ 
To bless this life, to sweeten d.eath. l 
Across the lengthening course of life, \ 
Outshining darksome storm and strife, \ 
Our Lamp of Hope shall guide us e'er " 
To perfect bliss in her sweet care. 
And when this space on earth is done, 
Then may we meet her with Her son, 
In her celestial home above, 
To dwell for aye within her love. 
ARCHIE P. DANOS. 
Ask for 
I ZANG'S 
ICE 
CREAM 
"Candidly 
the Best" 
THE COLLEGE 
CORNER STORE 
The Students' Resort 
Ice Cream, Confectionery 
and Lunches 
Mrs. L. May Latchford , Prop. 
Rocky Mountain Shoe 
Shop 
4961 LOWELL BOULEVARD 
' R. M. STEWART, Prop. 
MILE HIGH 
PHOTO CO. 
Established 1905 
320-22-24 Seventeenth St. 
* * * 
PHONES MAIN 7413- 7414 
ROLL FILM DEVELOPED, 10c 
EASTMAN KODAKS AND SUPPLIES 
"WHITE LOAF FLOUR" 
The Excelsior Flour Mills 
MAURICE C. DOLAN, Mgr. DENVER, COLORADO 
A DOLLAR opens your savingi 
account! 
4 Per Cent Interest compounded 
Semi-Annually. 
Thomas Jefferson said: 
44 Save and teach everyone you are 
interested in to save; thus pave the 
way for moral and material success." 
THE AMERICAN BANK & 
~~S~~;ii~~~~ TRUST CO. 
- Seventeenth and Lawrence Streets 
GOODYEAR SERVICE STATION 
DODGE BROS. SERVICE STATION 
Member of Federal Reserve System 
POWERINE GAS 
BRUNSWICK TIRES 
The Mullen & Ingersoll Garage Co. 
809 Downing Phone York 4777 
Automobile Storage, Accessories, Repairs 
E. L. Mullen 
A. A. Ingersoll Denver, Colorado 
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EDITORIAL 
"A man who spends all his life in a narrow valley because the valley is fertile 
may fill his barns and build new ones and think himself the happiest of men." 
Thus answered a college graduate some years ago when asked why a young man 
should spend four of the best years of his life learning things 
Catholic he will never have any practical use for. We have heard the 
College Week objection, all of us. "Let the high school grad~ate get started 
in his life's work. Let the shop or office be his college. At 
the end of four years he will know his chosen work well, and that is all he needs." 
The inference of the answer given above is, we think, eloquently plain. We recall 
it now apropos of Catholic College Week, which began yesterday and is to end 
next Saturday. Other answers might be given to this o.bjection, answ~rs m~~:ny 
and cogent that deal with other sides of the query. For mstance, we might gtVI' 
the answer furnished by "Who's Who in America," which informs us that college 
graduates fill 65 per cent of all positions of leadership_ in the Uni~ed States, al-
though constituting a scant 1 per cent of the populatiOn. We mtght refer our 
inquirer to Appleton's "Encyclopedia of American Biography," where it is dis-
closed that 75 per cent of its subjects are men of college training. We could ask 
him to look with sympathetic understanding at the touching picture of a Catholic 
household where actual and deep privations are daily suffered that "the boy may 
have his chance." Or, this failing, we might put into his hands the published 
fiuures giving the mean annual salary of the graduates of colleges, and point out h~w these salaries have multiplied over five times in ten years. If our questioner 
still remained skeptical, we could lay before him the entrance requirements of 
the highest type professional colleges, all of which demand some college work, 
and in many cases a full college arts course. It would be an easy matter to recall 
to his mind how the government ill).mediately turned to college trained men and 
college students to fill all its positions of responsibility in the gigantic problems 
of the World War. All these answers failing to convince, we might ask him why 
an ever·increasing number of the most successful businesses employ only men 
trained in the world-old classics of Latin and Greek and philosophy for such work 
as banking, engineering, electrical research, mining, ~etal manufacture, and 
so following. Let us imagine our questioner still wavermg. Let our last argu-
ment come back to the starting point, the intellectual pleasure of an education. 
Viscount Brice stated the formula with incisiveness in the words "It is only a 
college education that fits a man to enjoy his own company." Fifty years of life, 
let us say, remain to us after our school days are over. Why not four in college 
and forty-six in comparative elegance and culture, rather than fifty in a much 
lower atmosphere. "l-Ie may fill his barns and build new ones and think himself 
the happiest of men." Then our graduate goes on to say, "He may despise the 
mountain tops and have nothing but contempt for the 'impractical' people who 
climb them with such toil. But there are glories of sea and sky and sweeping 
distance that he shall never know of." 
--R--
Not with a sigh, but with an exclamation of supreme satisfaction we say to 
ourselves, "Only six weeks now 'till vacations!" This means that there are only 
five weeks 'till the second-term examinations begin. Does this reckoning make 
· you catch your breath a little? Perhaps you did not realize that 
a scant five weeks remain ·i)1 t which the fruits of the year must 
be garnered or remain, forever lost? Is the period too short for 
accomplishing the work before us? A faint heart would say at 
Oarsmen, 
Attend! 
once that it was. But five weeks, me~sured by the number of study hours· they 
afford surely offer time enough to go through a mountain of work, espeeially as 
much 'of the tim6 is expressly assigned to repetitions . . Is the time too long for a 
period of deep, intensive work? No stludent can honestly say that it "is. If we 
are not ready for five weeks of hard work now, what has the past year done for 
us in the building up of stability, maturity, character? We .are preparing for a 
struggle that lasts not five weeks, but a lifetime. Time yet remains for winning 
the race, none for resting on the oars! 
ROASTS FROM THE RAN.GE 
BY JuLrus ScooPER 
Almost any day, if one ch~nces to be 
in immediate ·proximity to that p~rt of 
the building dedicated to the_ ser':ICe of 
mankind, which service consists m ~he 
dispensing of food to the cl~monn_g 
younger generation, he may dehght Ius 
vision with the sight of Mr:.. Earley, of 
the Inner Temple, turning out _hot dogs 
and Eskimo pies to the presslllg mob, 
assisted by Hon: .. . McCullough and 
equally Hon. Kluge, also of ~he above-
mentioned Temple; and, brothers, he 
who can gaze U!lConcernedly over tl!e 
assembly and revel in the sight of ~lnl­
dren struggling for the warm canmes 
and Java which the illustrious members 
of the above-mentioned Temple produce 
for a small monetary consideration may 
consider himself more fortunate than 
the majority of his hard working com-
rades. To few indeed is given the priv-
elege of disinterestedly witnessing this 
daily tumult without risking calamity in 
the form of a lost lunch. And who can 
bear such a thought without tears? As 
our learned friend Stowell has truth-
fully said, "A dinner lubricates busi-
ness," we suggest that the cafeteria 
adopt this quotation as a motto, with a 
slight chance, to read: "An appetite 
lubricates our business." Another ac-
quaintance of ours, a Mr. Doran, an in-
dividual of literary pretentions, has de-
clared that "A good dinner sharpens 
wit, while it softens the heart." Mr. 
Doran obliviously lived before the time 
of after-dinner cigars; otherwise he 
would have made mention of such an 
important item, a detail so conducive 
to mellow dispositions and so necessary 
in this day and age of the tabooed cock-
tail. However, the managers of the 
cafeteria overlooked this fact, and Tux-
edo and Prince Albert may be had in 
any reasonable quantity; for the astute 
McCullough, after hours of debate with 
himself, arrived at the conclusion that 
the pecuniary resources of the student 
body must of necessity limit the as-
similation of Havanas, . even though they 
be imported from Greeley or Fort Col-
lins. Ron. Kluge, in the role of the 
modern Ganyemede, daily covers him-
self with glory and dishwater in his 
efforts at appeasing the ruling corporal 
passion of the ravenous besiegers. 
"Order!" shouts Bill. "Chalk one and 
a scuttle o' Java; leave out the sea 
foam," comes back the instantaneous 
n;ply. Alth?ug? the managers agree 
with the maxim ·One should eat to live 
not live to eat," yet they live up to th~ 
m~tto which they have adopted, "The 
pnces are good and the service reason-
able," and uphold the statement of that 
great Irishman, Seneca: "A well gov-
erned appetite is a great part of liberty." 
--R-.--
CLASS LEADERS FOR MARCH 
College Department-
Freshman ...................... Leonard Swigert 
Sop!wmore .. ...................... Harold Smith 
Jun!ot ... .. ..... .............. Marshall Maginnis 
Semor .... .. ...................... Eugene Howard 
High Schooi Department-
Fo~rth High .................... Louis Vastine i~trd H~gh A ......... ..... Charles Haskell 
S trd Ht~h B .......... Howard Campbell 
Second H~gh . A .................. Felix Farrell F~cond .Htgh. B ............ Chris Pellegrino ~rst H!gh A .............. James McSwigan 
Ftrst Htgh B ................ Ferguson Ellard 
"Well, God give them wisdom that h 
it, and those that are fools, let !hell) ~· 
their talents."-Twelfth Night. ' 
Chambermaid: "I found 75 cents in 
your bed this morning, sir." 
Professor: "Ah, my sleeping quar. 
ters no doubt."-Quoted by Silver and 
Gold from Punch Bowl. 
--R-- · 
At the Boston · Immigration :Station 
one blank was recently filled as follows· 
Name-Abrham Cherowsky. · 
Born- Yes. 
Business- Rotten. 
-Munsey's. 
--R--
PRIDE 
First Frosh: See that man over 
there? That's the captain of the team. 
Second: "Yeh." 
First: "'See the pipe in his mouth ?" 
"Uh-huh." 
"See the smoke coming out?" 
"Sure." 
"Well, he did that with my watch." 
- Brown Jug. 
- -R--
THE ROCK-BOU D MOVIE COAST 
"Tell the property man to buy some 
new canvas." 
" What now?" 
"Miles Standish in landing stepped 
right through a rock."-Scribner's. 
--R--
Mistress: "James, take Fido into the 
kitchen and amuse him." 
Butler: "Er please, mum, I don't 
know how." 
Mistress: '·Stupid, it's quite simple. 
Roll on the floor and make a noise like 
a hall of wool."-Pearson's Weekly. 
--R--
COISES 
Villain (laughing): "Ha, ha! You 
are helpless. The old homestead be· 
longs to me." 
Hero: '·And where are the papers?" 
Villain: "At the blacksmith's." 
"You are having them forged." 
" ay, nay; I am having them filed." 
- Princeton Tiger. 
--R--
Kin Hubbard, the Indiana humorist 
-one of them, that is to say-once was 
assigned to cover a performance of 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." Hubbard had 
his brain-child, old "Abe Martin," re· 
port the play. This was the critique; 
·• 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' played dol\'D t 
Melodeon Hall las' night. Th' dog; 
was good, but they had poor support. 
- Everybody's. 
--R--
A society woman wrote to an army 
officer at Fort Sam Houston: "Mrs. 
Smythe requests the pleasure of C~p· 
lain Hunter's company at a receptiOn 
July Sixteenth." 
Next day she received this note of 
acceptance: 
"With the exception of three men wbo 
have the measles and one who is in the 
guardhouse, Captain Hunter's co~p~Y 
accepts Mrs. Smythe's kind !nvttauon 
for the sixteenth.".....,The Amencan Boy. 
--R--
An Episcopal minister who ha_d b~~ 
recently moved to a small town ID t 
Pennsylvania coal regions, passed two 
small boys on the street. f 
"Good morning, Father," said one 0 
them, misled by the clerical gar~-d tl e 
"Don't you know nuttin'? sat .1 
other, contemptuously, when the m~· 
ister was past. "Dat guy ain't no fkia~ ,; 
Why, he's married and got two ~ 
-N. Amer. Review. 
,e 
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J JIIN , 
l ~ TMI! I~D GRAD !' ! Gunnison, Colo.; '1 · April 17, 1922. ~ Editor, BROWN AND GoLD, 
Regis College, 
Denver, Colo. 
Dear Sir:-lt is with more than pass-
ing interest that r note through the col-
umns of BROWN AND GoLD the progress 
of dear old Regis College and the ac-
tivities of the athletic clubs. As the 
years go by it makes one Jeel more and 
more proud of the fact that he was at 
one time a student of Regis College. 
May I therefore take this opportunity 
of offering a suggestion relative to Sun-
day baseball games with semi-profes-
sional ball teams. 
From the standpoint of co-operation 
this might, perhaps, bring the Old Grad 
into closer proximity with the team and 
the games played, but I believe it would 
be below the dignity of the team, a's 
well as reflecting on the good name of 
the college, to play such games. For 
the good of the present team as well as 
all future teams, intercollegiate games 
should be the standard. 
I can assure you I look forward to 
each issue of THE BROWN AND GoLD 
with pleasure, and wa.nt to congratulate 
you on the way you are handling the 
publication. 
With all good wishes, I am, 
Sincerely, 
JOSEPH MILLER. 
--R--
San Antonio, Texas, 
April 6, 1922. 
Editor, BROWN AND GoLD, 
J{egis College, 
Denver, Colo. 
Dear Sir:- We are wntwg to see if 
you would like to have cuts of San 
Antonio and its environs for a pictorial 
section of THE BROWN AND GoLD. They 
would consist of views of the Alamo, 
the old Franciscan missions and other 
scenes of historic interest. We feel sure 
they would prove of interest. 
We shall be glad to send these cuts 
should you be willing or able to accept 
them. Please let us know at' the earliest 
date possible, and they will be for-
warded at once. 
In this connection we will request 
that you please handle the cuts with 
care, as we, of course, shall be held re-
sponsible for them. 
Awaiting an early answer, we are, 
Yours sincerely, 
HERMAN G . . STROMBEllCER. 
]AMES C. DINNEN. 
NOTE- This letter, which came just 
a few du:ys previous to another offer of 
cuts from another Western city, i.< ad-
ditional proof that our Pictorial Section 
is making its way in the world and win-
·ning friends and admirers for Regis.-
Editor. 
--R--
HISTORIANS GIVE 
PUBLIC ACADEMY 
The class in Europeart History, on 
• Saturday morning, April 22, conducted 
a public academy of the French Revo-
lution. The filmed version of "The 
Tale of Two Cities" was shown, and the 
student body showed itself to be a most 
appreciative optience. The picture was 
used to supplement the several short 
essays read by the historians. Particu-
lar favor was evinced at the reading of 
"The , Reign of Terror" by Frank 
Stanek and "The Trial and Execution 
of Louis XVI" by Eugene Howard. 
Messrs. McGlone, Finn and Mayhoffer 
also read inter,esting papers portraying 
phases of the main subject. 
ATTENTION! ALL MEN OF '12 AND EX-'12 
This is our tenth year out ~f ·college. We have accomplished things. It 
has been a long time since we met. Let us get together again this June. Let 
us talk over old times, have a real old college picnic, a friendship banquet, 
a reunion in every sense of the word. You will get an invitation in' a few days. 
Plan your vacation for Regis, Denver, Commencement Week, June 12 to 17. 
We shall do the rest! 
Frank ]. Kirchoff, Jr., Ex-'15, has 
recently s<;nt in a check for $500 to the 
Regis Building and 'Endowment League. 
This, like many other proofs of indi-
vidual generosity on the part of alumni, 
young and old, proves that the body are 
whole-heartedly behind the movement 
for a Greater Regis. 
--R--
Among the early visitors of the month 
whom we remember were Thos. F. Ryan, 
Ex-'15, and Felix J. O'Neil, Jr., Ex-'12, 
who journeyed out to see one of the 
practice games. O'Neil has - been es-
tablished in the law business in the city 
· for some years now, while "Tom" Ryan, 
who has ·been in rather poor health 
since leaving the service, is now think-
in!!: of opening a law office in the fall. 
We were pleasantly surprise,d to hear 
from Neil B. McGinnis, who was with , 
us in the halycon days of '12-'13. Neil 
is now in the mining game at Phoenix, 
Ariz., and can be reached at the Copper 
State Investment Co ., 201 Heard Bldg., 
Phoenil(. 
--R--
The March issue of "The Colorado 
Manufacturer and Consumer" contained 
a lengthy letter from the pen of ]. ]. 
"Shasty" Cunningham, A.B.-'10, as sec-
retary of the Sterling (Colo.) Chamber 
of Commerce, setting forth the advan-
tages and facilities of that enterprising 
town. 
- - R --. 
Joseph Turre, Ex-'16, whose recent 
venture as .a radio equipment man wa.s 
mentioned in a past issue, made an in-
spection of the Regis set a couple of 
weeks ago. " Regis has a splendid loca-
tion for radio work," he said. "When 
you are enabled to C'llrry out your plans 
of installing a powerful sending set, 
this college should be heard from every 
few days by the millions of radio fans 
throughout the country." Let us also 
express the hope that this set will be 
installed before the present session 
comes to an end . 
--R--
Joseph Wahler, Ex-'15, who has just 
returned from a six years' stay in Cuba 
as a chemist for the American Sugar 
Company, paid a visit to Alma Mater 
about the middle of April. The wan-
derlust has taken firm hold on Joe, as 
he was then trying to decide between 
two offers, one of which weuld take him 
to China ·under a four-year contract, 
the second to Peru for an indefinite 
stay . 
--R--
"Tony" Conway, Ex-'14, was in Den-
v·er early in the month for a business 
_ trip. Tony is always glad to see the 
old place once more. He never fails, on 
his visits, to take a fond look at the ball 
' field, where he won fame for himself of 
yore. 
--R--
Earl Byron, Ex-'16, has made his 
. ·whereabouts known at last. He is lo-
cated at Fort Collins, where besides 
being the happy head of a family of 
five, is working as a field manager {Qr 
the Colorado Power Company. 
Paul V. Dunn, A.B.-'19, returned dur-
ing the latter part of the month from 
the southern oil fields, where he is said 
to have acquired some leases and avoir-
dupois. 
--R--
Ther~ is another member in the fam-
ily of Mike Noonen, A.B.-'09- a baby 
girl, who made her entrance into the 
world early on the morning of Easter 
Monday. Mother and child are re-
ported to be doing famously. Congratu-
lations! 
--R--
C. D. O'Brien and Edward A. Mul-
rooney, both ·A.B.-'18, have promoted · 
another successful dance for the local 
K. of C. This last one was at the 
Knights' hall on April 21. 
--R--
Rev. Raphael .T. McCarthy, S.J., '03-
'06, and former faculty member, visited 
Denver and Regis at Easter time, being 
en route to Cleveland, where he is sta-
tioned this year. Fr. McCarthy had 
preached the Lent St. Francis Xavier!s 
in Pueblo, where Fr. F. M. Bertram, 
S.J., is pastor. 
--R--
Rev. Wm. H. Higgins; A.B.-'12, visited 
and had dinner with the faculty on the 
19th. Fr. Higgins is a comparative 
s.tranger to us since taking up his en-
grossing convert classes. . 
--R--
Rev. J~s . F. Higgins, A.B.-'14, re-
cently spent a few days in the Glockner 
Sanitarium in Colorado Springs, whither. 
the doctors had sent him when threat-
ened with pneumonia. The pneumonia, 
however, was averted, so that he has 
returned to his parish work. 
--R--
THIRTY YEARS AGO THIS 
MONTH 
From the Highlander, S. I-I. C. 
May, 1892 
-R-
MAY 
So like the blush that ushers in the day, 
And sweeter than the sweetest summer 
sigh, 
Yea, brighter than the brightest star on 
high, 
Now dawns the dearest of all months-fair 
May! 
What beauty blends to deck the wanderer's 
way! . 
The verdant meadow and the sunset sky! 
The fairest flowers with one another vie, 
To. wreathe their praises in their silent lay! 
How faint, sweet Mother, when compared 
with thine, 
Arc a ll the beauties of the earth below! 
Thy glories are the loves alone of mine! 
Thy virtue is my light where'cr I go, 
To guide me through this lonely, ~ingering 
life-- I 
To cheer me and to help me in the strife. 
-JOHN I. MULLINS. 
The evening devotions at the grotto 
are attracting much attention. The 
sweet melody of scores of voices wafted 
to the throne of Mary Immaculate is 
something that fills one with love and 
sentiments of deep piety. Many out-
. ~ide.rs ;,1t.te.J.1<J ~he devotions. 
DUFFY 
STORAGE 
AND 
MOVING 
1110VING-City and country. 
STORING-Furniture and merchandise. 
PACKING- Furniture and china. 
SHIPPING-At reduced freight rates. 
Boiler aild stack work. 
machinery and safe 
taken by contract work. 
Heavy 
moving 
Office: 601 15th Street 
Phone Main 1340 
"Duffy Serves You Right" 
I. LOHMAN, Prop. Phone Gallup 743W 
FOR GOOD WORK CALL THE 
BON TON 
TAILORS AND CLEANERS 
Suits Made to Order 
Dry Cleaning a Specialty 
All Work Guaranteed 
Work Called for and Delivered 
3529 WEST 38TH A V~., Denver, Colo. 
Famous /or our delicious doughnuts 
THE DOUGHNUT SHOP 
Take Home a Dozen 
830 15TH ST. Champa <W75 
Private Branch Exchange 
Phone Champa 4888 
BOURK-DONALDSON-
TAYLOR, Inc. 
Wholesale Fruits 
and Vegetables 
18TH AND WYNKOOP STREETS 
Denver, Colorado 
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing. We 
Carry a Full Line of Men's and Boys' 
Clothing. Unexcelled Servic.e 
EVERLAST CLOTHING CO. 
M. Fried, Prop. 
Phone Gallup 3179 
Men's Suits Made to Order 
Inquit~ at Tailor Shop at College 
Before Buying Clothes 
812~0 Lowell Blvd. Denver, Colo. 
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Denver's Urban Playgrounds 
·' 
I 
1 
As Robt. E. Perry said 
AT THE DEDJCATIOJ\ OF THE GREEK THEATER IN 
Cut by ~courtesy of Denver :Municipal Facts 
.) properly appreciate the parks of Denver, 
one must bear in mi.nd from th~ outset tl~at 
it is only a few bnef years smce the site 
of the city was as barren of tree or shrub 
as the rolling plains to the ~astward. Today 
the parks and streets of the city have a wealth 
of "reat elms, maples and other varieties of 
trees shading ever; drive and lendi.n? the city a rob~ of 
beauty not excelled in many other Cities. There a!e thi~ty­
nine parks within the corporate limits of Denver, mcludmg 
seventeen children's playgrounds, with a total area of 1,460 
acres. Any detailed account of all of these, or even of the 
general characteristics of various classes of parks, would be 
a task impossible for the space allotted us. 
CITY PARK- The largest park in Denver is City Park, 
whose area totals 468.72 acres. It is located in the center of 
the northeastern residential district, and possesses man~ at· 
tractions of interest and beauty. Its elaborate flower designs, 
variegated groves and spacious. tu~f are delightful indeed. 
The park contains two large artificial lakes. In the smaller 
of these a water bird habitation has been developed so that 
one may see riding on its ripples almost any breed of swan 
or duck and other western water birds. In winter this lake 
is used for ice skating, a temporary "warming house" being 
erected on the shore. The large lake is used chiefly for boat-
ing. In the center of it is an ~lectric fountain, capabl~ of 
throwing various colored formations of wat~r 100 feet mto 
the air. Careful observers have declared this to be one of 
the city's choicest attractions. A large pavilion and an or-
chestral shell ar.e located on the shore of the larger lake. 
The land to the east of this sheet of water rises percep-
tibly to the height of several hundred feet. On the .crest of 
this rise stands the Colorado Museum of Natural History, a 
short account of whose treasures of animal, insect and min-
eral exhibits was contained in a previous issue of this paper. 
To the north of the museum is a good-sized grandstand 
and track where horse and bicycle races and the like are 
contested.' A riding and driving club holds a weekly matinee 
here during the summer months. Alongside the track is the 
municipal golf course. It embodies an eighteen-hoi~ dirt 
course with sand greens, said to be the longest course m the 
world. ·Here is also a club house for the golfers, equipped 
with lockers showers a{ld lunch rooms. The park maintains 
also three baseball diamonds, twenty tennis courts, a chil-
dren's playground and a zoo unequalled in America. 
WASHINGTON PARK-Next to City Park in extent and 
tree development comes Washington Park. This park is 
noted for its seemingly endle5s stretches of closely cropped 
green. It surrounds a large natural lake, which is used for 
swi~ming, boating and skating. Of a.:Jy summer afternoon 
here mav be seen the rollicking, frolicking antics of many 
hundreds of bathers on the gently sloping beach. There ~re 
two piers of considerable length, diving pla~forms: spnng 
boards and all the paraphernalia of the beach, mcludu~g even 
the life guards. Upwards of 100,000 people patron,Ize the 
beach in a single summer. 
CHEESMAN PARK-About two miles from Broadway, 
up over Capitol Hill, is Cheesman Park, one very differe1~t 
from the others of the city. By a sort of unwritten law tins 
park is reserved for quiet. From the solitude of the classic 
Greek temple- a memorial to Cheesman, a noted pioneer-
which dominates the brow of the hill, from the undulating 
green wards and tree·ernbanked roadways,. from the maj~sty 
of the Rockies that mark the western honzon for 200 mdes, 
from the wondrous blue sky that forms a veritable dome up 
over all the eye can vision- from all these and more comes 
a feeling that words cannot express. Solitude, sweet silence 
and peace. Here we know what the poet meant when he 
wrote that "God speaks by silences." 
BERKELEY PARK.INSPIRATION POINT-The most 
noted parks on the North Side are Berkeley Park and Inspira· 
tion Point. ,These are really one playground, as they are 
adjacent to one another. ' This park also embraces a beauti· 
ful lake, whose bathing and skating facilities are in every 
particular as complete as those at Washington Park. Here 
the bath house is a most picturesque bit of Spanish Mission 
architecture. Here, too, as in nearly all the city parks, we 
lind spacious tennis courts. The Inspiration Point scene was 
given to the city by the late Mayor Robert W. Speer. It is 
a flat·topped hill commanding a sweep of Clear Creek Valley 
and an unrivaled vista of the range. 
AUTO CITY-OVERLAND PARK- Denver was the first 
city in the land to offer the mqtor tourist a real tangible 
welcome when it established a free camping ground at City 
Park several years ago. So popular did this idea prove that 
the camp has been twice moved to more commodious quar· 
ters. Now it occupies Overland Park, 160 acres in extent. 
This is a beautiful shady pl()t along the Platte River in the 
southwestern part of the city. The park was formerly an 
exclusive country club. The original three-story club house 
has heel) remodeled for the comfort of the traveling tourist. 
southwestern part of the city. The original three-story club 
house has been remodeled for the comfort of the traveling-
touris.t. All agree that it is the most complete motor camp in 
Amenca. So elaborate are the facilities and accommodations 
offered the tourists that their maintenance costs over $8,000 
yearly. From March 31, 1921, to October 28 of the same 
year around 40,000 registered at the park. Honolulu Can· 
ada.' Mexico, the District of Columbia and every state 'in the 
Umon save one were represented in this registration. 
CHARLES A. HASKELL. _j 
when making the dash to the 
pole, 
"Above all else, keep cool!" 
Trying days or repetitions and exams 
are at hand, and we must keep cool. 
' Examinations, as a rule, 
Our brains befog, ourselves befool, 
And when the hour is up, we see 
That we can never draw a "D." • 
The only way to 'scape this /ate 
Is to cat ice cream by the plate; 
At each recess a slice or two 
Will keep the bmin and pulse true. 
This is the way the tests to pass, 
And incidentally top the class, 
And thu.s keep cool 'till after school, 
When you can di:1 in th' Regis pool! 
The Regis 
Range 
, The prices are good artd the service is 
reasonable! 
HATS 
SHOES 
CLOTHING 
~ 
Corner Larimer and 23rd Sts. 
Denver, Colorado 
~STANDARD 
BOTTLING CO. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
Carbonated Beverages 
AND 
Soda Fountain Supplies 
Telephone No. 66 and 68 
13th and Lawrence Streets 
Denver, Colorado 
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'DAYS OF REAL 
MAY 
Q U R old colonial town is new with May: 
The loving trees that clasp across the streets 
Grow greener sleeved with bursting buds each day. 
Still this year's May the Last year's May repeats; 
Even the old stone stone houses half renew 
Their youth and beauty as the old trees do . 
But yonder loom the mountains old and grand, 
That off, along dim distance, reach ajar, 
And high and vast, against the sunset strand, 
A dreamy range, long and irregular-
A caravan that never passes by, 
J/7 hose camel backs are Laden with the sky. 
So, like the caravan, our outlived years 
Loom 011 the introspective landscape seen 
Within the heart; and I!OIV, when May appears, 
And earth renews its vernal bloom and green, 
We but renew our longing, and we say, 
"Oh, would that Life might ever be all May!" 
-ABBEY. 
- ---. a-:.==::.- ... .::::.:~ 
THE CHEESMAN PARK PAVILION BATHED IN THE RADIANCE OF THE DYING DAY 
May 1, 1922 
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AT THE WASHlKGTOK PARK BEACH 
AXOTHER PROOF THAT THIS B'EACH IS POPULAR 
A QUIET DAY AT THE BERKELEY PARK BEACH 
------"------ -----...._------~ 
THE CHILDREN' S FOUNT A I K AT CIT Y P AR !( 
A NIGHT PICTURE 
OF THE ELECTRI C 
FOUNTAIN IN THE 
LARGE LAKE AT 
";ITY PARK 
LOOKING ACROSS SPEER BOULEVARD, WITH SUNKEN GARDENS SHOWING IN BACKGROUN D 
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~~speakin' of Fishin', I-'' 
"Brick-Top! 0, Brick-Top!" I turned to the window "All right, wake me up when we get there," for I was 
and saw Jack shouting to me from his flivver. preparing to finish my night's sleep in the back seat. The 
"Let's go fishing tomorrow. It's the first day of the season early birds were just beginning to wake up and chirp as I 
and the lish will be starved for the wooly worms." dozed off. 
"All right. I--er-ah-haven't any outfit and don't know "Somebody'll have to get some gas," Jack was saying as 
anything about trout fisl1ing, hut I guess we can try, anyway." he shook me violently. '·There's a leak in the tank I guess. 
"Don't worry about not gelt.ing the fish. Up on the Go over to that farm, and hurry up about it. Here's the can." 
Piney they're crowding one another out of the water. Borrow I had a hard time to make the farmer understand the 
the tools and I'll give you my urgent need of haste. But 
old pole," magnanimously of- finally he got up and in due 
fered Jack as he noticed my time gave me some gasoline. 
hesitation. It never occurred to me until 
"Outfits are sort of scarce I got back to the bus and saw 
in this neighborhood so early Jack asleep that he might 
in the year," I feebly rejoined, have gone for the gas without 
only to be met with the re- disturbing me. 
sponsc: "Oh, they always are ·'How far from here?" I 
for that matter. Start inquired as we made a fresh 
rowing and we'll fill out start. 
bill somehow. And say, "Only about another half a 
buy the flies." mile or so. I think it's just 
"Flies? I thought you said around the next turn." 
something about worms?" , So it was at every turn for 
'"Well, you might find the a half hour or so. But we 
fish hungry for flies. You did reach the stream and lost 
know the Piney had awfully no time in getting out the 
~lear water. Get your things tackle, etc. I had- a little 
together, and I'll be here misfortune at the outset. My 
early in the morning." hip boots happened to have 
After a few tooth-pulling holes in them, so that they 
expeditions around the neigh- filled up to about my knees. 
borhood in quest of tackle, While trying to crawl out, I 
had rounded up some slipped on a rock and went 
looking contraptions. under. But the sun was now 
I deposited near the front up and in a couple of hours 
door, and then made a raid my clothes had dried a little. 
on the fly supply stores. Five A little hole under a willow 
dozen seems to be the very was my first objective. I 
least number that it is safe to threw in the line. There was 
venture forth with. Supper a tug, then a loosening of the 
over, I arranged the weapons line.- My leader and fly had 
in firearm's order, read the disappeared! 
paper, and sought my trundle "Say, stranger, ever try 
bed. soaking a new leader in 
"What the blazes is that IT SLAPPED ME RIGHT IN THE FACE water? It helps some." I 
noise?" I asked myself a few hours later. "No doubt it is heard a strange voice behind me. 
only some home-brewers going home," so thought I dreamily. "Thasso? Guess I'll try it." Much embarassed. 
But the noise continued, even grew steadi ly. Upon investi· So I was soon fitted out again and started clow11 the 
<'"ating. I found it was Jack ready to strike out for the hills. stream. In an hour or so there was a terrific pull on the I imagined he had come over to spend the night with me so pole. The more I pulled, the strong~r grew. the rcsi~tance. 
we could get away without delay in the morning. Hence I 1 thourrht I had hooked a moving fre1ght tra1n. Gettmg up 
hospitably cried out to him: on the "bank I braced mvself against a tree and tugged again. 
"Come on in and sleep awhile; it's too early yet. We A flash and a swish a·nd a flopping in the willows. My 
have worlds of time." catch was actually seven inches long, almost! 
"Early, nothing. Come on get dressed. Let's go! "Say, Brick, you can't keep that thing, you know. Throw 
He was waking up all the neighbors. The Brown's dog it back." It was Jack speaking. He had treacherously 
was beginning to bark. Remonstrance was futile, but I sneaked up behind me. 
wouldn't give in without a protest. 
' 'Why, man, it isn't even daylight yet!" "Throw it back?" Nothing doing." 
"So much the better. Hurry up! Get fixed right away!" After an argument we compromised by stretching the fish 
"All right. I'll be clown in a second . Move my stuff into until it was easily seven and a half inches. Then we cele-
the bus." I shouted, closing the window. brated by eating lunch. After lunch a three hours' sle~p 
1 was clown in a few minutes and found Jack asleep in renewed our strength and courage. Jack had poor luck 111 
the car. When I had roused him I didn't have time to say a the morning, but looked better now as we struck again. 
word before he blurted out: Jack went wading up the stream, and seemed to be pull-
"W here in the ing them out of every hole. Try as I would: 1 ~asn't ~ble 
--~=~ --~-
I THOUGHT I HAD HOOKED A 
MOVING FREIGHT CAR 
world did you get to get a rise. As a final chance I tossed the hne 111to _a hght 
those pants and that riffle. Suddenly I felt a tug. A tug? It was more hke the 
coat?" pull of a Ford. I jerked the rod and out popped a giant 
"These are Fatty trout. I picked it up and was admiring it when it gave a 
O'Neil's pants." I tremendous leap and was in the water again, the hook still 
was somewhat · 
ashamed at his man- in its mouth. Grabbing the line, I hauled my trout out again. 
ner of questioning. Then with a savage jerk it slapped me 1·ight in the face. 
"Well, I suppose When it dropped to the ground I pounced upon it with all 
you stole the coat fours and held it until there wasn't another move. 
from a scare-crow. "Let's go home. These fish have quit biting." Turning 
As soon as you bend 
over in casting, they around I saw a dejected Jack. 
will rip. Got any "I dunno. Things have just begun to get lively at my 
boo~?" end~ 
"Yeah," somewhat 
ashamed still. 
"Let's go, then. I 
have new tires and 
tubes, and I gave 
the engine the once-
over yesterday." 
--:-";""?-··- . ' -
GERALD A. LINEHAN. 
KAMPUS KICKS 
You may shout, 
DOWN WITH MILITARISM! 
but you must concede the 
absolute superiority of our 
Army Shoes 
$3.00 AND $3.85 
CAN YOU BEAT IT? 
Every day the demand for 
Regis pillow covers increases. 
If you are a letter man, we'll 
put your letter on a pillow. 
If not, then your initials, class 
numerals, Denver, name of 
your home town, etc. All 
linked up with old REGIS just 
for "Auld Lang Syne." 
AS EVER 
CAMPUS SHOP 
Cards for Mother's Day 
Get a Buddy Book 
WE 
RECOMMEND 
Star Bacon 
and 
Star Hams 
WM. WALSH 
1401 Platte St. 
Denver, Colo. 
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THE DEVIL'S HEAD PEAK BY MURT P. --CULLINAN 
STANDING 
ON Tl-IE 
DEVTL'S 
HEAD! 
Cut by 
courtesy of 
1\1unicipal Facts 
The horns of 1\{ephisto and his wily head are here shown surmounted by his puny enemy, man. The configuration isJtcrc viewed 
at too close range to show the outlines that have won it its name. The Denver auto camp near this peak has openetl up this region 
to tourists, just as Mr. Cullinan's pen sketch will serve to acquaint our readers with its bC"auty. Nf':xt month we shall present an 
elaborate pictorial and descriptive article of Denver's newest park, Echo Lake and the Mt. Evans region. 
EPHISTO, in a moment of madness, said, "I 
will place my throne above the Most High." 
But being quickly and sadly disillusioned in 
this, he swore to raise his head high over the 
earth, on the crest of the Rockies. This he 
did, and for centuries his sway was undis· 
outed. Now, however, man has found out 
"The Old Man· of the Mountains" and the trip up Devil's 
Head Peak is one of the famous short motor trips from 
Denver. Lying forry-two miles south of the city on the Jarr 
Canyon road, above the town of Sedalia, rears this unique 
manifestation of nature's handiwork. The clefts and fissures 
in the granite walls-eloquent evidence of a mighty up-
heaval- have given the peak the name of "Devil:s Head." It 
is reached by auto by turning from the main Colorado Springs 
road at Sed a 1ia, through Decker's on the South Platte, and 
up Jarr Canyon to the camp at the foot of the peak. This 
camp has been constructed jointly by the City of Denver 
and the 'U. S. Forest Service, and hence bears the name of 
"Denver Camp." A foot-trail three-quarters of a mile in 
length, leads somewhat steeply to the summit of the peak. 
The thrill of real mountain climbing may here be experienced 
by the tourist. Bevond the trail opens an amazing array of 
huge granite boulders, divided here and there by deep 
crevices. through which the climber sees the top of the peak, 
amidst bewildering revelations. Every turn reveals a new 
sight, and contributes to keep the climber in a state of per-
plexity. 
Upon reaching the crest of the peak the weary climber 
mounts a stairway and finds himself at the topmost point. 
Here is constructed a small glass-inclosed house, wherein 
resides the only woman fire lookout in the United States 
Forest Service. She is Miss Helen Dowe, who vigilantly 
guards the interests of her government and its people 
throughout the long summer months, from June until the 
middle of September, closely watching the wide horizon for 
the tiny cloud of smoke that heralds a forest fire. 
From this point of vantage, 9,300 feet in elevation, an 
excellent view of mountain and plain is obtained. To the 
east are the plains that stretch out towards Kansas. The 
prominent peaks around Colorado Springs lie to the south. 
Here is the giant Pike's Peak, also Cheyenne Mountain. In 
front of us to the west, along the crest of the Continental 
Divide, we see many of our old friends, all of them being 
dominated by mighty Mount Evans. Turning slowly to the 
north, we see James', Gray's, Torrey's, Perry's and Long 
· Peal< raising their snow·capped crests above the surrounding 
hills. Here are the mighty Arapahoes filling out the sky-line 
of the Rocky Mountain National Park. But a more gorgeous 
vista still invites our attention, where, away off to the south, 
the maiestic Sangre de Cristo range joins the smaller Mos-
quito Range. 
Directly below the sheer granite walls of Devil's Head 
· nestles the town of Sedalia near the thin blue ribbon of the 
South Platte River . . If the day happens to be clear the 
spires of Denver are seen in the distance. ' 
DOYLE'S PHARMACY 
THE PARTICULAR DRUGGIST 
18th Ave. and Clarkson St. 
Phone York 93~5 Free Delivery 
THE JOHN A. MARTIN 
DRUG CO. 
CORNER FIFTEENTH AND CURTIS 
Charles Bldg. 
Reliable Drugs and 
Family Medicines 
Telephone Main 1900 
Dependable Prescription &rvice 
HARTFORD & McCONATY 
Undertakers 
1455 Glenarm Main 7779 
See- ~ 0. J. Snyder . 
for the best saddles 
and harness made in 
tho West. 
1535 LARIMER ST., DENVER 
Main 2509 
'''''''''''u'''''''''''''''''''''t''''''''''''"'''''llllllllll•••u•••••••••••••••n•••••••u•tttlltlllltltt•••••••• 
NAST 
ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHY 
PORTRAITS THAT PLEASE 
Studio 827 16th St. 
Over Woolworth's, Corner Champa 
"""""'""""''""'"""'"''"""""""'"'1111111111·"""'"'""""'"'"'"'""'""""'"""""' 
SPECIALIZED EFFORT 
We devote ourselves to · the eye. 
Scientific examination; expert- work-
manship. Your eyes are safe with us. 
THE SWIGERT BROS. 
OPTICAL CO. 
Whose reputation and 
equipment gives you 
the highest grade of 
service. 
1550 California St~ Near 16th 
WOEBER CAR AND 
MFG. CO. 
TRUCK BODIES 
Sixty Years 
PROGRESSIVE VEHICLE: 
BUILDERS 
1346 Eleventh Street 
Denver, Colo; 
May 1, 1922 
OREDIGGERS TRIM 
RANGER NINE 
-R-
Kunitomo, Lombardi and Low 
Star in Desperate 9-7 Game; 
Purcell Twirls, as Kopp Has 
Sore Arm 
• • 
Meeting the Miners on their own 
grounds on A~ril 3, and wi!p. Kopp, 
star Ranger twnler, on the bench with 
a sore arm, the Rangers dropped the 
first intercollegiate game of the season 
to the Goldenites by a 9-7 score. Pur-
cell went to the mound for the Rangers 
and pitched air-tight ball after the first 
disastrous inning. In this initial frame 
six runs were chalked up by the , Miners 
through infield and outfield errors. 
From this time on the Rangers staged 
a plucky fight to overcome the lead 
which the Miners had established, but 
although they played a better brand of 
the national pastime than the up-state 
boys, they were unable to surmount the 
margin of tallies. 
Kunitomo played his usual brilliant 
game at short and was easily the out-
standing star of the fielding division, 
with Christopher, third sacker of the 
Orediggers, making some pretty catches 
and strongly bidding for the fielding 
honors. McGlone played consistently 
in the gardens for the Miners and also 
wielded his stick with effect. At the 
plate Low and Lombardi divided hon-
ors, the former obtaining four hits out 
of five trips, the latter three out of the 
same number of trys. None of these 
clouts were for extra bases. Healy 
with a triple, and Miller and Spitzer 
with doubles registered the only long 
drives of the game. 
The tabulated score follows: 
:MIN ES 
AB. 
L ow, ss . .. ............ ...... 5 
Hamilton , cf.. .. : ........ 4 
Jordan , If. ................ 5 
Mc Glone, lb .............. 4 
Bunte, rf ................... 5 
Chris topher, 3b. ______ ,!, 
Lee, 2b . .................... 4 
R obineau, c . .... ........ 4 
~:~:~~i~- --~ .. --~~~~~~:~~:~~ i 
R. H . PO. A. E . 
0 4 0 3 1 
1 1 2 0 0 
1 0 2 0 0 
2 1 11 0 0 
1 2 1 0 0 
1 2 2 2 0 
1 0 1 0 2 
1 2 2 0 0 
1 0 2 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
39 9 12 24 
RANGERS 
5 3 
AB. R. H. 
Cullinan, If ....... ... .. ... 6 2 2 
Kunitomo, ss ........... 5 0 2 
Grace, 2b ................... 5 0 2 
Lombardi, cf ........... 5 1 3 
H ealy, lb . ................ 5 1 2 
~/1\~~~· r'f: :::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~ 
D ooling, 3b ............. 4 0 1 
Purcell, p . ................ 4 1 2 
PO. A. E. 
3 . 0 0 
1 3 1 
2 2 1 
1 0 1 
8 0 2 
7 0 0 
2 0 0 
2 2 3 
1 2 0 
44 7 16 27 9 8 
Score by innings: 
Team 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R. H . E . 
Mines .. ............ 6 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 x 9 ~~ ~ 
Regis .............. 0 1 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 7 
Summary: Three base hits, Healy; two 
base hits, Miller, Spitzer. Struck ou t : By 
Purcell 4 · by Pearse, 1. Earned runs : 
Mines, '3 ; 'Regis, 4. Stolen bases : Bun~e . 
Bases on balls : Off Purcell, 3; off BenJa· 
min, 1. Double plays: Low to Lee to 
M cGlone ; Purcell to Grace. 
--R--
Boyle will be right ~n his element ~n 
writing about the mov1es for us, _as Will 
Rayhawk in describing the workmgs ?f 
the Publicity Bureau, or Gleason m 
narrating the hidden joys of life in 
Chinatown. 
RANGERS EAT TIGER 
MEAT AT SPRINGS 
-R-
Bambino Gets His Homer ; 
Kopp Twirls; Kunitomo Gar-
ners Fielding Honors; Score, 
12-4 
The Rangers had a real barbecue of 
Tiger meat at Colorado Springs on 
April 8, when they trimmed the formid-
able Parson's Bengals to the merry 
tune of 12-4. Although the Springs 
team was deprived of two stellar per-
formers, catcher Harvey and outfielder 
Briggs, it is doubtful if their presence 
would have made a material difference 
in the outcome. Of course, much credit 
for the victory belongs to Kopp, whose 
twirling mystified the Pikes Peakers. 
Kunitomo walked off with the fielding 
honors, while Cullinan, Grace, Kuni-
tomo 'and Lombardi each connected 
with two safe bingles. Dooling made 
a long drive that fast running and poor 
fielding turned into a homer. 
The Rangers, who are described by 
a Springs news correspondent as, "A 
team well balanced in every position, 
with a slugging ability that kept the 
Tiger twirlers outguessed through the 
full nine innings," hit their stride in 
the first when Bambino Lombardi, with 
Kunitomo on first, knocked a circuit 
clout beyond the right field boundaries. 
Their lead grew steadily, and was never 
in danger. A fussilade of bingles in 
the fourth brought in four runs. Lou-
tham replaced Muncy on the mound in 
the fifth, and worked in league style, 
striking out nine Rangers 'in his period 
of the game. By the eighth frame, how-
ever, his offerings had been sufficiently 
analyzed to enable the Shaferites to 
knock in five more markers. 
The box score: 
t OLORADO COLLEGE 
AB. R. H . PO. A. E. 
Amidon, 3b .. ........... .. 4 1 1 2 3 0 
F. McDoug., lb ..... 4 0 0 8 0 0 
Patterson, rf.. ........... 4 1 1 0 0 0 
Ball, d . .................... 4 1 2 1 0 1 
\Vessen, ss ............... 4 0 2 1 2 1 
M . McDoug., 2b ..... 3 0 0 1 2 1 
:Morris, If . .. .......... .... 3 0 1 1 0 0 
Bruce, c ..................... 4 o· 0 13 2 1 
Muncy, p ................... 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Loutham, p .............. . 2 1 1 b 1 0 
*Mclivaine .............. 1 0 0 0 0 0 
**Crowder .............. 1 0 0 0 0 0 
25 4 
REGIS 
8 27 10 4 
AB. R. H. 
Cullinan, !£.. ............. 5 2 2 
Grace, 2b ................. 4 2 2 
Kunitomo, ss. ········ - 5 2 2 
Lombardi, cf. .......... 4 2 2 
Healy, lb . ................ 4 0 0 
:Miller-' rf ................... 5 0 1 
Maginnis , c ............... 4 2 1 
Dooling, 3b ............... 3 1 1 
Kopp, p ..................... 3 1 1 
PO. A. E. 
1 0 0 
2 1 0 
4 7 0 
1 0 0 
10 0 0 
0 0 0 
8 2 0 
1 1 1 
0 1 0 
37 12 12 27 12 1 
Score by innings: 
Team 1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 .8 9 R . H . E. 
Regis ..... ......... 2 1 0 4 0 0 0 5 0 12 12 1 
Tigers .... ........ 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 8 4 
*Batted for M. MacDougall in ninth. 
** Batted for Morris in ninth. 
Summary : Home run, Lombardi. Three 
base hits : Wessen, 2. Stolen bases : Lom-
bardi , Cullinan and Patterson. Hit by 
pitched ball: By :Muncy, Maginnis. In-
nings pitched : By Muncy, 3 1-3 ; Loutham, 
5 2-3. H its : Off :Muncy, 7; off Loutham, 
5. Struck out : By Muncy, 3; by Lou-
tham, 9; by Kopp, 8. Bases on balls : Off 
Muncy, 1; off Loutham, 2. 
Time of game : 1 hour 55 minutes. 
Umpire : Walt Fowler. 
F INAL RALLY FAILS 
TO BEAT AGGIES 
-R-
Kopp Walloped for Nine Hits; 
Lombardi Hits Two Homers; 
Score, 8-7 
A five-run rally in the ninth failed 
by one to overcome the Aggie lead in 
the game played at Fort Collins on 
April 15, so the game was dropped by 
a 7-8 count. Kopp had a hard day on 
the mound, as the Farmer bats con-
nected with nine grooved ones. But 
tightening he whiffed eleven in the 
course of the fray. Stritmater, center 
fielder, and Hartman, shortstop, led the 
Aggie batting bee. The real features 
of the contest were the two four-ply 
swats of "Bambino" Lombardi. The 
Rangers were credited with seven errors, 
the Farmers with five. Reinholtz, Aggie 
twirler, struck out eight ~f the Shafer-
ites. 
A lone tally came in the second, its 
mate in the seventh, none in the eighth. 
Meanwhile the Collins men had regis-
tered a lead of six, scoring in every 
inning but the first and sixth. But the 
ninth was a Ranger inning which 
threatened to turn defeat to victory. 
With two men on base, "Lorn" came up 
with his mighty mace. A long, slashing 
drive carried the sphere over the right 
field fence for the second time, and be-
fore it was retrieved Lombardi had cir-
cled the paths and was resting on the 
bench. A walk and four hits in this 
inning just fell short of tying the score. 
The fact that the Varsity made the 
trip to Fort Collins in open cars in the 
teeth of a cold wind, which stiffened the 
players' arms and legs, helps to explain 
this defeat. Coach Shafer expects a 
victory when we play Aggies the return 
match. 
The· box score: 
COLORADO AGGIES 
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. 
Stritma ter, cf ......... .. 5 1 3 2 0 0 
H inds, lb . ................ 3 2 0 9 0 0 
Hartman, ss . ....... ..... 5 2 3 1 1 3 
LeDonne, rf... .......... 4 1 1 1 0 0 
Mathieson, H . .......... 4 1 1 1 0 0 
Scott, 2b .................. . 4 0 0 1 2 1 
Merrill, 3b . .............. 4 1 1. 2 2 0 
Bergerhoff, c ........... 4 0 0 9 2 1 
Reinholtz, p ............. 4 0 0 1 11 1 
37 8 92718 5 
REGIS 
AB. R. H. 
Cullinan, !!... .... ........ 4 2 1 
Kunitomo, ss ........... 4 1 2 
Grace, 2b . ................ 5 1 1 
Lombardi, cf ........... 4 2 2 
. Healy, lb . ................ 4 0 0 
Spitzer, c .. ................. 4 0 2 
Purcell, rf... .............. 5 0 0 
Dooling, 3b ............... 5 0 0 
Kopp , p ..................... 2 1 0 
PO. A. E. 
0 0 1 
0 4 2 
2 2 1 
1 0 0 
9 0 1 
11 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
0 14 0 
. as 7 8 24 21 7 
Score by innings: 
T eam 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R. H . E . 
Agg ies .. .......... 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 x 8 14 5 
Regis ............. . 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 7 8 7 
Summary : Struck out : B y Reinhol tz, 8 ; 
by Kopp, 11. Bases on balls: Off R ein-
holt::'. , G; off Kopp, 2. Hom e runs: Lom· 
bardi, 2. Two base hits: Kunitomo , 1. 
Sacrifice hits: Hinds, 1. 
U mpire: Hamilton. 
--R--
Can you tell off-hand how many prize 
competitions we have at Regis? If not, 
you will find special interest in an arti-
cle on competitions in the June number 
by Gerald Hig&ini. 
TIGERS' TAIL 
TWISTED AGAIN 
- R-
Second Contest With C. C. 
Ragged; Kopp Whiffs Eleven; 
Errors Plentiful; Score, 5-3 
The Ranger-Tiger contest of April 20 
was a somewhat ragged affair, although 
in spots it showed high-class baseball. 
Kopp again faced the Springs men, 
.Magirtnis being on the receiving end. 
Several errors by the latter were costly. 
Robinson tossed for Poss Parsons' out-
fit, sending .five Rangers to the bench 
after fanning the breeze. Kopp dupli-
cated his feat at Fort Collins by striking 
out eleven of the Bengals. 
The game started off in big league 
style, the first two or three innings 
going by with hardly a hit or fielding 
misplay. Kopp was in great form and 
was getting an average of two strike-
outs per inning. However, in the fourth 
Wesson, with one out, singled. He was 
advanced to second and M. MacDougal 
put on first when Dooling booted a hard 
grounder. Kopp walked Crowder and 
filled the bases. A passed ball by 
Maginnis sent Wesson home. Kopp 
struck out the next two. The Tigers 
again scored in the fifth on Bruce's 
single, Grace's error, a stolen base and 
Briggs' infield hit. A fast double play, 
Kunitomo to Dooling, averted further 
disaster. In the ninth, with two out, 
Kopp walked M. MacDougal, who stole 
second and scored on Bruce's second hit 
of the day. 
Regis scores came in the fourth , sixth 
and eighth innings. Lombardi and 
Grace did all the scoring, the former 
bringing in three tallies, the latter two. 
The box score : 
COLORADO COLLEGE 
A B. R. H. 
Briggs, If ................... 4 0 1 
A midon, ss ............... 4 0 0 
W esson , 3b ............... 4 1 1 
F . MacDoug ., lb ..... 4 0 1 
Crowder, rf... ............ 3 0 0 
Ball , cf ..................... 4 0 0 
M. MacDoug., 2b ... 3 1 0 
Bruce, c ..................... 4 1 2 
Rob inso n, p ............. 4 0 1 
PO. A . E. 
3 1 1 
1 3 0 
1 1 3 
10 3 0 
1 0 1 
0 0 0 
4 2 0 
4 0 1 
1 3 0 
34 3 
REGIS 
5 24 13 g 
A B. R. H . 
Cullinan, If .............. 2 0 0 
K unitomo, ss. . ....... 2 0 0 
Grace, 2b . ............... 3 2 1 
Lombardi , cf. .......... 4 3 3 
H ealy, lb . ............... 2 0 1 
Miller , rf ................... 4 0 0 . 
D ooling , 3b . ......... ... 4 0 1 
l\1aginnis, c ............ ... 4 0 1 
Kopp, p ..................... 3 0 0 
PO. A. E. 
0 0 0 
1 5 0 
3 4 1 
o o o· 
9 0 0 
2 0 1 
1 3 1 
11 0 3 
0 4 0 
28 5 . 7 27 16 6 
Score by innings : 
T eam 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R . H. E. 
Colorado C ..... 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 5 6 
R egis .............. 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 x 5 7 6 
Summary: Struck out: By Robinson, 5; 
by Kopp, 11. Bases s tolen: Cullinan, 2; 
Briggs, 2; Robinson , M. MacDougall. Two 
base hit s: 1\.faginnis , Lomba rdi. Double 
pla ys : Kunitomo to Dooling; M . Mac-
D ougall to F . :MacDougall. 
U mpire: Cassidy. 
--R___J., 
Don' t forget that orders for the June 
issue close on May 15. All orders must 
be accompanied by a deposit. 
--R--
To Len Swigert fell that happy task 
of compiling the chronicle of the year's 
events for the yearbook. The result 
shows originality and discrimination. 
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i I JUniOR /PORT/ ~ ? . 
Juniors vs. Seconds 
15-16 
I wonder if the Second Seniors re-
member the game they condescended to 
play us early in the month. Their care-
lessness almost had the disastrous result 
of allowing the laurels to fall to us. 
The Juniors came within an ace of 
downing the Seconds, something none 
of their other opponents in the city had 
done. 
The Seconds relaxed slightly in the 
third, bringing on themselves an ava-
lanche of stolen bases, three runners 
stealing home just to cap the climax 
as the Seconds ascended out of sight 
amid the plaudits of the Junior sup-
porters. The Juniors now thought they 
had the game sewed up, so Larche sur-
rendered the mound to Winters. The 
Seconds came back to earth and began 
sending high flies up whence they had 
just descended. Their score mounted 
rapidly, but the Juniors ran close be-
hind them, so that the outlook was 
bright enough to allow substitutions. 
Mahedy tried his luck at pitching, H. 
Winter moved to third and Maloney 
took right field. When their side re· 
tired at the first half of the ninth, the 
Seconds still led, 16-13. Through a 
real faux pas at second and the desper-
ate twirling of the pitcher, the Juniors 
managed to score only two runs in their 
half, so that they bowed themselves out 
with the customary cheers for the vic-
torious Seconds. 
McCullough and Palrang were the 
star tossers for the Seconds, Larche 
holding up the Junior end best. Newby 
turned out to be the king of swat, lam-
ming the horsehide for a homer. It 
happens in the best regulated games! 
--R--
JuniorS vs. Manual Seconds 
13-7 
That the Juniors were fast rounding 
into form was displayed by their pep 
and team work on April 7, when they 
walked away with the Manual High 
Seconds, 13-7. Manual got off to a fly-
ing start at the tape and led until the 
fourth, when the Juniors forged ahead 
with a one-run lead. In the fifth they 
waved good-bye to the Manualites by 
poking the sphere for eight counters. 
.From then on they were out of danger 
and came across the line with six runs 
to the good. Our tossers, Winter and 
Larche, chalked up nine strikeouts to 
their credit, the Manual tossers getting 
six. 
Score by innings: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R. H. E. 
Manual . . 3 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 7 9 3 
Juniors . . 0 0 1 3 8 0 1 0 x 13 12 3 
--R--
J uniors vs. Cathedrals 
3-5 
We met a difficult opponent in the 
Cathedral nine on April 22. For the 
first four innings both teams were play-
ing scoreless ball. In the fifth the 
Cathedral aggregation bagged one, the 
Juniors answering with three. Poor 
base running at a crucial moment no 
doubt kept another out in the cold. In 
the next session Cathedral gathered in 
four, while the Juniors tacked up a 
zero. Neither side scored from then 
on. Herman Winter, in left field, was 
the spot-light man of the con test, but 
Donovan slashed out the best hit of the 
game, bringing in our first score and 
getting around himself. 
Clovers vs. S. H. Infants 
10-0 
This proved to be one of the best 
games of the Clover season as far as 
clean, fast playing was concerned. The 
Infants were at a disadvantage right 
from the start, as the Clovers hammered 
out at least one homer every inning, 
besides an assortment of other bingles. 
Pellegrino whiffed no less than fourteen 
in the nine innings. Kaib, at short, was 
a treat for the eyes. McGuire, pitcher 
for Sacred Heart, was the best bet in 
the opposition camp, as he retired 
eleven would-be Ruths. 
--R--
Clovers vs. Annunciation 
6-3 
Even the Puritans and blue-lawers 
couldn't have found fault with the 
Clover game of Sunday, April 2, be-
cause it was no work to stow Annuncia· 
tion away safely. Kerns and Pell were 
tossing, O'Brien and Pena did the re-
ceiving, Shelley and Mecum alternated 
at the initial corner, while Nechochea 
held down second. Pell and Monhan 
swapped turns at third, as Donohue 
nabbed 'em o.n short. Nadorff, Mac-
Naughton and Mastroianni adorned the 
9uter gardens. There was plenty of 
time in seven frames to consign the 
visitors to tonneau seats. 
--R--
Clovers vs. Rude Park 
6-7 
The Oovers opened their season with 
a near-victory over the Rude Park ag-
gregation. It was a seven-inning con-
test, to which fact Mr. Toomey, S.J., 
Clover mentor, ascribes the defeat. 
Cramer and Mike Nechochea starred at 
first and second station respectively, 
while Pellegrino slammed a homer al-
most · to the Junior tennis courts (the 
club was playing on the Junior dia· 
mond). 
--R--
CloverS vs. St. Dominic's 
17-2 
Incline your head, kind reader, be-
cause we must tell this story in a whis-
per. The day of the bloody conflict was 
April 6. The score indicates that the 
game was not as hard as some we have 
seen, but let us not fail to acknowledge 
that our opponents were not as large as 
we expected them to be. Tobin, Dono-
hue and Kaib flashed along in old 
Clover Oub form, as indeed did the 
whole team. Even the pinch hitters 
were given a chance to pinch. 
--R--
Clovers vs. Annunciation 
18-7 
The diminutive warriors from Annun-
ciation came back for more on April 9, 
nor were they disappointed. For seven 
innings the Clovers outplayed them in 
every department. Kerns and Pell again 
did the tossing, and it was superb. Pell 
continues to swat his customary closed 
circuit hit. 
--R--
"THE BROWN AND GoLD, with its ever 
welcome pictorial section, has come, 
and we are well pleased with it."-
Ramkin, Fordham, N. Y. City. 
--R--
See the Business Manager right away 
if you want to secure ope of the bound 
copies. 
The Fashion Dry Goods Co. 
Members of 
South Denver Civic and Commercial 
Association 
134 Broadway F. T. Stanek, Prop. 
PHONE CHAMPA 2199 
Religious Articles, Vestments, Chalices, 
Statues, Stations of the Cross, 
Catholic Books, Etc. 
The Largest Catholic Supply Concern in the West 
1628-30 Tremont St. 
COMPENSATION 
AUTOMOBILE 
Denver, Colo. 
ACCIDENT AND HEALTH 
LIFE 
McCambridge Insurance 
Agency 
"The Agency of Personal Service" 
PHONE MAIN 1927 554 GAS & ELECTRIC BLDG. 
TELEPHONE MAIN 3587 
North Denver Transfer & 
Storage Co. 
BART FINN, Prop. 
Warehouse, 2016-2020 Blake St. 
GOOD TRACKAGE DENVER, COLO. 
The Mine and Smelter Supply Co· 
Machinery and Mining Supplies 
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES 
ASSA YERS' and CHEMISTS' SUPPLIES 
TELEPHONE MAIN 515 
DENVER, COLORADO 
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Benson Reception THE FRQ'ITN AND SCOLD Public Speaking Contests, Wednesday, May 3 yy Sunday, May 7 
2c On Street. REGIS COLLEGE, MAY 1, 1922 5c On Traina. 
Ready for Music Week 
Many Regis studes are to 
take pa~t in the hippodromic 
celebration of Music Week 
May 14-21. Our famou~ 
bear-a-tone, Giovanni Heer 
is to render "His Booze 'En~ 
Friend," a selection taken 
fr01n Peddle-whiskey's ":Min-
uet." Charlotte Hallski takes 
part in the whistling revue 
taking for his vehicle Cho~ 
pin's "Funeral March." The 
"Spring Song," by Mendel-
sohn will be wheedled on a 
harmonica by Gulielmo Pur-
cello , Signor Mavhoffero 
turning the pages fOr him. 
Glen Carey, of the minims 
division , is to accompany on 
his trombone, the aria, "Hop 
36" by Bud List, said by 
m a n y t o surpass Franz 
Liszt's famous "Op. 36." 
-R-
New Books in Library 
The Librarian announces 
the iollowing new arrivals, 
which may be found on the 
inspection shelf: 
"The Tale of Two Kitties," 
Dickens. 
"Lambs' Tails that Shake 
Queer," Oymar Cayenne. 
" Her Ben," Lew Wallace. 
"John' s Bunion or Pil-
grim's Progress," Lardner. 
"King Liar " "The Turn-
ing of the Scr~w ," and all of 
Shakespeare's latest. 
"The Ravings of E. Allen 
Poe," C. Chaplin. 
"The Light That Went 
Out," Kipling. 
-R-
Vag Sentenced to 90 Baths 
l\Iinneapolis, l\1inn. , ~Iat·ch 
18.-George Zincko was sent 
to the workhouse fo r 90 days 
and prescribed a bath for 
each day. 
A Vague Idea 
Adv.-"Wanted, an expei· 
enced designer to design 
latest designs for carpets for 
carpet factory."-Waterbury 
Herald . A trifle vague, but 
we think we understand 
what's wanted. 
-R-
Rare 
"During the absence of 
our pastor we enjoyed the 
rare privilege of hearing a 
good sermon, when Mr. ]. A. 
Me:'\-- supplied our pul-
pit. We hope he will come 
again."-Press League Lead-
er. 
-R-
Just to Make Sure 
"Two photographs lay on 
the chief's desk, both show-
ing the body of the victim. 
According to the chief, it is 
now the opinion that Stefano 
hacked off the woman's head 
before he had choked her to 
death.-Santa Barbara Press. 
-R-
Cold, Cold Love 
"I recently met a young 
man at a party and be was 
more than ice to me, and l 
felt I had known him for 
some time. "-~. Y. Daily 
News. 
-R-
Acquatic Coronation 
"The general supposition 
was that the balloon had 
been in the water for two 
weeks and that the five men 
were crowned."-Vicksburg 
Herald. 
Olief'Tl1UI.f'· 
Don't B other 
A man was walking along 
a street where some con-
structlon work was in prog-
ress. Suddenly a brick fell, 
striking him on the shoulder. 
Looking up, he shouted in-
dignantly, "Hi, up there! 
You've just dropped a brick 
on me." 
"All right," responded one 
of the bricklayers; "you need 
not trouble about bringing it 
up."-R. l\1. News. 
-R-
A Clean Up 
The reporter from the local 
paper called at the home of 
the bride's parents the day 
after the wedding. The 
bride' s mother met him at 
the door. 
"Good morning," smiled 
the journalist. "I have 
called to get some details of 
the wedding." 
"Oh, pshaw! that's too 
bad!" replied the matron in 
dismay. "They' re all gone 
You ought to have come last 
night. They ate up every-
thing."-Spare Moments. 
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Phone Main 5523 
The McCarty-Johnson Heating & Eng'r Co. 
Steam Fitters, Steam and Hot Water 
Heating Contractors and 
Asbestos Work 
Repair Work Promptly Attended to 
1440 CURTIS STREET DENVER, COLORADO 
THE CAPITAL COAL CO. 
Cal Holliday, T. Joe Cahill, Proprietors 
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO. 
(Incorporated) 
Cal Holliday, President T. Joe Cahill, Secy.-Treas. 
CHEYENNE, WYO. 
Two of Cheyenne's Leading Industries 
-:::1) The villain lay /.~} weltering in his v, (_,.,.~ gore. The fren-t ,;~\ zied female threw 
'.:-ol- up her hands as if \~ to grab a cloud, 
' and through the 
I .AL- ~f~:.~'daterpassi:n: 
· ditotnl.· ately: "The wom-
an pays!" 
Carefully removing all bits 
of peanut shells from my 
wardrobe, I descended the 
balcony steps . As no taxi 
was in sight, I took the 
street car (this being my 
wont). But this "woman 
pays" idea had struck deep. 
I considered . You take a 
woman to the theater, the 
woman pays? You take her 
to a supper afterward and 
the check is laid on the table. 
Does a wi ld battle ensue? 
Do you have to maim her to 
get possession of it? Does 
the woman pay? I wasn't 
sure. And when this self-
same woman d r a g s you 
through the nuptial ceremony 
for butter or worse, and 
starts charge accounts, does 
the woman pay? Suddenly 
a thought struck me; the 
author of that worn-out fe-
male war-cry was consider-
ably non compos mentis. 
Thusly did I become a 
sceptic about world-wise pro-
verbs and saws . \ Vhen I ar-
rived home that night I no-
ticed a small hole in my 
trousers . A stitch would 
have sufficed. A few days 
later the hole was repaired, 
but it took forty instead of 
nine! Again had the sooth· 
sayers been fooled. 
\Veil, well, well, here is 
1-Iay Day. I didn't realize it 
was at hand until I saw the 
crowd at the grotto this 
morning and heard their 
greetings to the Queen of 
l\Iay. It is surely a season 
of joy and happiness. Even 
my old bones find · their 
strength renewed with the 
genial warmth of the May. 
I mind me how my old 
Mother used to describe the 
May Day in Olde Merrie 
Englande. For weeks the 
green had been cared for 
carefully. The maypole was 
already erected with cere-
monies on the eve of May 
Day. With the dawn came 
the archers and the morrice-
dancers and the burgesses all 
to begin the Maying. All 
day long the festivities con-
tinued, the children and the 
elders all tripping the light 
fantastic, threading and un-
weaving t h e i r Maypole 
dances. · With the gloaming 
came the stage players who 
enacted their performances by 
the light of bon-fires, while 
over it all reigned with sim-
ple majesty the King and 
Queen 0 ' the 1\Iay. 
-R-
Visitor: "\Vhat do you 
use that blue pencil for?" 
Editor: "Why, er- to 
mak~ a long story short."-
Boston Transcript. 
Editor .................... Jobn Toner 
Editor's Staff ........ Wm. Gauff 
ETIQUETTE ANSWERS 
By Lady Chesterfield 
Casper W Homing: Yes, 
chewing tobacco is all right 
in its place. Refrain, how-
ever, from using to stamp 
designs in the wall paper. 
-R-
Fat Man : Your meaning 
is not quite clear. Do I un-
derstand you to say that you 
cannot dance e..xcept with a 
concave partner? If so, you 
must give up square dances. 
-R-
Howsitt Pheal: It is quite 
rude for a man to fall asleep 
while his wife is talking to 
him. But, of course, a man 
has to get some sleep. 
-R-
Kaugh E . Kooler: If you 
cannot drink coffee out of a 
saucer without scalding your 
ear, I would advise your 
using a bowl. It will accom-
modate both ears. 
-R-
Fashion Note: Cellar 
steps are worn very much 
this year. 
-R-
My girl is so dumb that 
she thinks an asperin tablet 
is writing paper. 
-R-
uLook" said Willie' s de-
sparing ~Gther. "Wouldn't 
you like to be as neat and 
clean as those two children 
in white tailor suits." 
"No," said the dirty boy; 
"they're not children, they're 
pets. ' '-London Tit-Bits. 
McPHEE & McGINNITY Co. 
DENVER 
MILLWORK AND LUMBER 
PAINTS 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
»ZZP- SERVICE 
F ~ J. Kirchhof Construction Co. 
SEVENTH AND LAWRENCE STREETS 
DENVER, COLORADO 
Telephone Main 4696 
Butter-Nut Bread 
"YOU BE THE JUDGE" 
MADE AND WRAPPED 
BY MACHINERY 
The Campbell-Sell Baking Company 
"Quality Bakers" 
-
12 
'22 
Announcement 
"What's Wrong With the World-
Socially, Economically, Politically and 
Generally" (12 mo., Collegiate Pub. Co., 
$3.25) ; a masterful treatise in two 
volumes by the joint authors, James A. 
Grace, A.B., and Eugene B. Howard, 
A.B., will be off the press by June 15. 
No one can afford to miss the condensed 
cream and wisdom of this epochal work. 
--R--
'23 
We are glad to announce that Craven 
is back after an absence of a month 
and more. Joe looks none the worse 
for the prolonging of his spring vaca· 
tion. "They wanted to keep me in the 
Middle West," he said on his return, 
"but it's the Crest o' the West for 
mine." 
Our latest arrival is Murke, 
Who's ever cheerful and perky, 
Whose motto is aye, 
" I must get an A," 
Nor ever studies does shirk he. 
--R--
'24 
Dennis Oglethorpe Hazlett, '24, 
nationally known connoisseur of cauli· 
flower and carp caviare, has consented 
to meet the terms of the editor of The 
Creede Candle for the publication of 
his brochure, "How Briand Got the Can 
at Cannes." The essay will be syndi· 
cated to the New York Chimes and 
The Frown and Scold,_ appearing in the 
Sunday editions of these three organs 
during the months of July and August. 
--R--
'25 
Did you know that Dunn's write hand 
is his left? 
Or that Jerry used to be a (dandy) 
lion tamer in Cairo? 
' Or that Alsop learned to draw in THE 
BROWN AND GoLD art rooms? 
Or that W oertman has given up 
chewing since Alicia came on the 
scene? 
Or that Swigert's ani-mule, "Thistles-
Down," has wrenched a ligament of his 
ear? 
Or that Latimer is president of the 
Pan-American League of ·Fishermen 
Liars? 
Or that Stie/er makes the above an-
nouncements at advertising rates? 
-Editor. 
--R--
Fourth High now is studyin' verse; 
It's bad enow, could scarce be worse, 
But that our notes look pretty fine 
When put in verse, we all opine. 
In the elocution trys 
Gifford Geof and Jimmy Mac 
Got a third shot at the prize-
All the others got the sack. 
Our promising youngster, Maloney, 
Has found that his teeth are all phoney; 
The sole reason he sees 
For his molars' disease 
Is that it's from chewing--(weiner-
wurst). 
CHARLES HALL. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
Third High A 
"De Senectute" met with a chilly re-
ception. Now more than ever we detest 
the thought of old age. 
Among the foolish questions left on 
our board by the French class we note 
the following: "What boy would go to 
town if we gave him money enough? 
We never see our teacher's eyes, 
He hides their gleam divine; 
For when he laughs, he closes them, 
And when he's angry, nein! 
-M. MALONEY. 
--R--
Third High B 
Diary of A Blank, April 24-29 
Monday-Missed my car at loop. Late. 
Ticket from Mr. Shook. 
Tuesday-Traffic jam on 15th Street. 
This made me late. Ticket, Mr. 
Shook. 
Wednesday-Happened to be late again. 
Rolf ditto. Ticket, Fr. Krost. 
Thursday-Dance last night. Good 
time. Happened to be late. Fr. 
Krost excited. 
Friday-Service fierce. Got up at 8 
and even then missed the car. Rolf 
late again, too. Fr. Krost mad. 
Saturday-Didn't know about holiday, 
so went to College on 9:45 car. 
Reached home late for lunch. 
-R. SALLER. 
--R--
Second High A 
Professor:· "What is the difference 
between the words 'sober' and 'som-
ber'?" 
"Why, the 'm', letter Knopke: 
father." 
Second A has great hopes of landing 
the elocution medal in the Junior Di· 
vision with both Jack Campbell and 
Jos. Keating in the running. 
We have noticed that Hill has of late 
been visiting the study hall after class 
hours, all the while diligently pushing 
a pen. We are lead to suspect that he 
contemplates entering the B & G staff 
contest. -F. GRIFFIN. 
--R--
Second High B 
They say Brainard and Stansell are 
collaborating on a series of statuettes 
of ancient Roman warriors in their ac-
coutrements which are to be used dur-
ing the Latin classes. Pena is posing 
as a war horse model. -F. PuRCELL. 
--R--
First High A & B 
Griebling: "Say, Lard, this match 
you gave me won't light." 
Lardner: "That's funny. I used it 
a few minutes ago and it was OK then." 
Messrs. Mosconi and Bruno have 
taken over the soft drink and camel 
concession for the recess period in the 
lower corridor. An attractive booth, 
they tell us, is soon to make its appear-
ance, at which they will be glad to see 
all their friends. - R. MuRPHY. 
--R--
Firestone Scholarship Essay 
"How good roads are developing my 
community" is the subject chosen for 
the Firestone National High School 
Essay, the first prize award of which 
will be a four-year scholarship in any 
standard educational institution. The 
essay is limited to 700 words--all high 
school students of the country being 
eligible. Many high school students of 
Regis are now working on this paper. 
HUNGARIAN 
FL.OUR 
MILLS 
DENVER, COLORADO 
T. F. SAVAGE, Manager 
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